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Hello,
Coming out of Natural Products Expo West, we are excited to share
some of the trends, brands and innovations that stood out across 
categories from personal care to food and beverage. With this 
year’s Expo West being the first return since the pandemic, both 
exhibitors and attendees alike brought a refreshing energy 
that made this year’s show unique. We look forward to 
sharing our insights with you.

Enjoy, 
Your Friends at WC&Co.

attendees of exhibitors were plant-based

exhibitors sales in functional food & beverage

Expo West 2022 Stats

60K 10%
2,759 $187B



Drink Your Nutrients
Take some things off your plate with 

convenient and nutrient-filled drinks. Offering 

a craveable meal replacement for the busy 

consumer, these drinks provide a healthier alternative 

to a pre-packaged meal while catering to modern diets. 

Founded by a holistic nutritionist, Remedy Organic’s product line 

caters to different functional benefits, making it easy to nourish 

your body from within. Remedy harnesses the power of wellness 

through their delicious blend of proteins, superfoods, and prebiotics.

Not your average cup of joe. Super Coffee uses gellan gum, a plant-based 

addition that grows on water lilies to create that smooth, creamy taste. Super 

Coffee is a sugar-free and protein-packed coffee that allows you to ‘fuel your best’. 

Filling and energizing, Super Coffee is a great option for the on-the-go consumer.  
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Raise the Bar 
The personal care industry is one of the many that relies on single-use plastics. With sustainability 

coming to the forefront of consumer choice, we are excited to see brands meet consumer 

demand with product innovations that rethink how we self-care. One unexpected innovation was 

product forms moving from bottled liquids to solid bars. 

Feel even better about good hair days by making them eco-friendly. Nolé stood out in the crowd. 

Nolé is a woman-owned brand that offers all natural shampoo and conditioner bars, free of 

harmful chemicals and plastic. With their zero-waste soap bars, Pacha Soap Co.’s 

products clean both your body and the planet. Leaves Bar by Attitude makes smooth 

skin sustainable with their luscious body butter bars that come in biodegradable 

cardboard tubes.
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Bring on the Heat!
Throughout history, spice has played a major role in our love of food 

and flavor, waking up our palate with that exciting kick. Today, in the food 

and beverage space, we see spice appearing across the board—sugar, spice 

and everything nice. Infused with heat from scotch bonnet and habanero peppers, 

Savannah Bee Company’s Hot Honey is the perfect mix of sweet and spicy. Chocolove 

innovates with their Chili Molé bar, adding authentic flavor to their premium dark chocolate. 

Bubbies Spicy Kosher Dills bring bold heat to the well loved classic pickle. In beverage, De La Calle 

modernizes the Ancient Mexican recipe, Tepache. Using a pineapple base, this probiotic drink 

celebrates the spirit of Mexican street food culture with flavors from Chamoy to Picante Mango 

Chili – perfect with a splash of mezcal.
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Make Room for Mushroooms  
Mushrooms are now more than just a pizza topping. Mushrooms continue to appear in various 

products from supplements to snacks. Born from a family recipe and inspired by Malaysian 

ingredients and cooking techniques, Pan’s Mushroom Jerky is a perfect mushroom munch that 

mimics the taste and texture of meat. Using compostable packaging, Roam’s Mushroom Crisps 

offer a new type of savory snack — crunchy bitesize shiitake mushrooms that come in classic 

flavors like ranch and BBQ. With formats ranging from gummies to tinsel drops, Plant People 

provides doctor-formulated, regenerative plant and mushroom solutions that aid in sleep, 

stress, mood, memory, and more. Om Mushroom Superfood comes in creamers, broths, 

and more that also deliver these restorative benefits when taken routinely.
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The Better Bottle
The harsh reality of the plastic industry is that recycling rarely happens, as it 

is cheaper to produce new plastic than recycle it. However, aluminum’s innate value 

actually allows for effective recycling. From cans to screw-tops, brands like Mananalu, Liquid 

Death, and PATH now look to aluminum to not only reset the standard of how we bottle our 

water but also, how we can make recycling more prominent. For every water sold, Mananalu 

removes the equivalent of one plastic bottle from ocean-going waste. Sold in large cans, 

Liquid Death makes hydrating feel hardcore with their radical branding and mission to ‘kill plastic 

pollution’. You won’t even want to recycle PATH’s bottle, as the sleek and sturdy aluminum 

packaging encourages a refill. On their website, you can even customize your own bottle or 

purchase fun sleeves and different cap styles.
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That’s a Wrap!
With in-person events coming back, we were excited to attend the first return of Expo West 

since 2019. The pandemic’s lasting effects on consumer behavior has brought wellness brands 

and technology into the forefront of the natural products industry, a primary source of CPG 

innovation and market growth. The shift to virtual living has pushed brands to evolve beyond the 

“at shelf” experience. Across categories, we see these contemporary movements come to life. 

Pulling away from the earth-toned associations of the past, natural product brands look to 

create an unexpected experience from digital to retail through unique color combinations, 

illustration, typography, and engaging copy. See you at Expo East next fall!

Emily Koch
Brand Strategist & Innovation
emily@wallacechurch.com

Wendy Church
Director, Client Services
wendy@wallacechurch.com

Join The Conversation:

wallacechurch.com 330 east 48th street, ny, ny 10017 212-755-2903
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